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Abstract

This paper makes analyses of the factors for formation of library spirituality in young generations. On this case, some different points from libraries and spirituality have been invested both theoretical and methodological aspects.

Moreover, the issue of further increasing the interest of young people in reading, improving the reading skills of the population has become relevant in the Republic of Uzbekistan. In conclusion, research has suggested with relevant recommendations to further analyzes.
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There is no better friend in the world than a book
Take care of him in those sad times.
Staying with him alone will never hurt,
Repeat will give your soul a hundred pleasures.

Abdurahmon Jomiy

Introduction

The book is undoubtedly an important contribution to the expansion of the human worldview and the formation of mental maturity and spirituality. After all, as a person who reads a book expands his horizons, his mind accelerates to maturity. In recent years, the issue of further increasing the interest of young people in reading, improving the reading skills of the population has become relevant in our country and has risen to the level of state policy. In particular, the President of the Republic Sh. M. Mirziyoyev - ..Every country, every nation in the world is strong, first of all, with its intellectual potential, high spirituality. Such an invincible source of power is highly valued, first and foremost, as a great invention of human thought - in books and libraries. Within the framework of 5 important initiatives put forward by the head of our state, it has been determined to carry out work in the social, spiritual and educational spheres in our country on the basis of a new system.

Theoretical background

The fact that the fourth initiative is aimed at raising the morale of young people, the
widespread promotion of reading among them, is also a proof that the book is a product of high thinking. So, the book is man's best friend and mentor, as well as the source of his intelligence and all the knowledge he receives. If we look at history, we can see that since ancient times, the sacred religion of Islam has emerged as a religion that promotes knowledge and enlightenment. Even in the first verses revealed to our Prophet Muhammad (saas), the fact that there is an incentive to acquire knowledge is a clear example of the fact that Islam is a religion of knowledge and enlightenment: "Read (O Muhammad! In the name of your Lord, the Creator!” (Alaq-1). 'Abdullah ibn' Abbas (may Allaah be pleased with him) said: When Sulayman ibn Dawood (peace and blessings of Allaah be upon him) was given the freedom to choose between knowledge, wealth and kingdom, he chose knowledge. As a result, Allah gave him knowledge as well as wealth and kingdom. ” In ancient times, our great poets, writers and scholars loved books so much that they read by candlelight, even on a dark night. Alisher Navoi, the sultan of the realm of words, memorized Farididdin Attar's Mantiqut-tayr at the age of seven, and our great muhaddith, Imam al-Bukhari, memorized more than 6,000 hadiths.

Main part

In fact, one of the factors that distinguishes man from other beings is his spirituality. Therefore, man is alive with his ability to think, the world of spirituality. So where do we get spiritual nourishment? The answer is obvious, from a book that is a "source of knowledge." It is true that the formation of reading skills depends primarily on the family environment. Because the books shape the spirituality of young people growing up in every family, they read. Parents in enlightened families set an example and their children love books because of their attention to the book.

Indeed, the book is a priceless treasure. Unfortunately, today there are many young people who spend their time in Internet cafes instead of enjoying this priceless spiritual wealth. Many, especially young people, prefer the internet to books. We must say without denying the possibilities and advantages of television and radio, the modern computer, that none of them can replace the book.

Fiction books, in particular, shape human qualities in everyone, broadening their worldview. Remember, the book is our best friend. Our ancestors also grew up reading such priceless masterpieces of our literature as "Boburnoma", "Last Days", "Scorpion from the Altar". Thanks to him, the love for books in our people is declining. The more books we read, the more our understanding expands. The great Russian writer Maxim Gorky once said, "I am grateful to the book for all my good qualities." According to our famous writer Oybek, books are the inexhaustible wings of thinking.

Indeed, the main force that enhances the honor of our nation, our national pride is the youth. Like young people of different nationalities and ethnic groups, Uzbek youth communicate with young people around the world. Therefore, a wide range of opportunities is being created for young people in our country. There is no obstacle to this.

Discussions

But some young people, instead of taking advantage of the opportunities provided, enter the Internet entertainment games, dating, sites that poison the minds of young people, and unknowingly get acquainted with the information there.
So, it is up to each of us to make the most of the opportunity given to us. The joy of fullness is not a characteristic of the youth of the Uzbek nation. In fact, some of our young people are far from such indifference. They are distinguished by their free thinking and high spirituality.

The use of the teachings and exemplary proverbs of the great scholars and writers on the promotion of the culture of reading by the organizers of spiritual events in educational institutions also gives good results:

- The book is a source of wisdom;
- A head without a book - a field without cocaine;
- A mind without a book is a bird without wings;
- Books are children of the mind;
- Books are lifeless but loyal friends;
- The book is a source of knowledge - a friend of the reader;
- Book treasure, wealth of knowledge;
- There is no better friend than a book;
- Book - grateful friend.

It is also good to hold prize quizzes such as "Best Reader", "Hero of my favorite work".

After all, they say, science is the light of the mind. The path of the learned man is always bright, and he is valued everywhere.

**Conclusions**

In short, everyone should be friends with the book, which is the key to knowledge. Only then will our people become, as we dream, spiritually mature, able to think deeply, kind, big and small, loyal to the Motherland, honest, pious and noble people.
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